
WP2: Validate the model experimentally In
FloWave and Plymouth Flume
• Track buoy motion using image processing

A Robust Framework for Nonlinear 
Probabilistic Extreme Wave Loading Design 

and Testing: from Buoy to WEC

Introduction
Extreme waves experienced by a stationary (Eulerian) observer
differ fundamentally from those experienced by observers that
(partly) follow the 3D wave motion of the water surface (semi-
Lagrangian). This difference is crucial for the interpretation of
buoy data and the extreme wave loading design of (moored)
floating structures, including a class of Wave Energy Converters
(WECs) and floating wind turbines. Wave buoys, which are
treated as the ‘ground truth’ for the statistical properties of a local
wave field, are neither Eulerian nor perfectly Lagrangian
observers due to their inertia, positive buoyancy and mooring.
• Can buoys record extreme events, or do they simply avoid

the largest crests, particularly in a spread sea?
• How does any resulting bias manifest itself in the

probability distribution of extremes?
The aim of this project is to develop a robust framework for
identifying design-critical extreme wave conditions and their
probability distributions from buoy records and predict
corresponding representative extreme events for floating semi-
Lagrangian structures, such as floating WECs and wind turbines,
which can be used in model tests.
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WP1: Include buoyancy, inertia, drag and
mooring in a second-order Lagrangian
model

WP4: Develop a software analysis tool

WP3: Perform random simulations to obtain
extreme-value statistics

For small (linear 𝜂"
($)) waves, measurements made by Eulerian

devices and buoys should be the same. When waves become
large, nonlinear contributions to crest height become significant.
Second-order contributions to crest height differ for Eulerain
𝜂",'()
(*) , and Lagrangian 𝜂",+,-

(*) (Buoy) measurements. Buoy
measurements are also typically band-pass filtered 𝜂",+,-,./0

(*) ,
which effectively removes Lagrangain second-order contributions
to crest height.
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• Compare model with experiments


